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Have you ever entered a room and it just didnâ€™t feel right, yet you couldnâ€™t explain why? Do

you sense a natural comfort with some people but are immediately stressed by others? The truth is

that weâ€™re all influenced far more than we realize by the invisible energy of the people and

places around us. This, along with difficult experiences in your past that still weigh you down, can

keep you from being a creative force in your life.Clearing is a gentle but powerful way to release the

old stress youâ€™re still carrying from your life history, as well as transform how youâ€™re affected

by the energy around you each day. Many people experience immediate shifts in their energy

during a clearing, and significant change often unfolds in the days and weeks afterward. In fact,

clearing has even been described as â€œaccelerated meditationâ€• because it can lead to a sense

of calm and happiness that typically results only after years of a mindfulness practice.In this simple,

elegant guide, Jean Haner teaches you, in easy-to-follow steps, how to clear your own energy or

that of any person, as well as bring harmony to the energy of the spaces you inhabit, so you can

reclaim your vitality and joy, and open up infinite new possibilities in life. Healers, intuitives, energy

workers, highly sensitive people, and anyone who just wants to optimize their energy and live their

best life will find this to be the perfect training. Jean refines energy clearing to its pure essenceâ€”the

power of the compassionate heart!Â 
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â€œInÂ Clear Home, Clear Heart,Â Jean HanerÂ has done an excellent job of addressing the



powerful effect that energy has on our lives. Her new book offers a thorough understanding of how

to identify and release the negative energy that causes distress in our environment, in our

relationships, and to our emotional and physical health. As someone who lives life from an energetic

perspective, I started using her strategies right away and feel deeply grateful for this practical

handbook!â€•â€”Cheryl Richardson,Â New York TimesÂ best-sellingÂ author ofÂ The Art of Extreme

Self Careâ€œJean HanerÂ is a brilliant intuitive who had to learn in the laboratory of her own body

what she teaches here inÂ Clear Home, Clear Heartâ€”and you will be the beneficiary. Many more

people are challenged by the energies around them than is generally recognized. This book is a

gem, helping you to not only become aware of these energies but also know what to do about them.

And I am so relieved that I can recommend this book to body workers and healers who often â€˜pick

upâ€™ energy from their clients.â€•â€”Donna Eden,Â author ofÂ Energy Medicine: Balancing Your

Body&#39;s Energies for Optimal Health, Joy, and VitalityÂ andÂ The Energies of Love: Keys to a

Fulfilling Partnershipâ€œWOW. If you are the kind of person who â€˜feelsâ€™ everything, then this

book is a must read. Iâ€™ve personally worked withÂ Jean HanerÂ with great results, and her

magnificent book is a must-have if you want to create peace, harmony, and tranquility in your

physical environments and your life.â€•â€”Nick Ortner,Â New York TimesÂ best-selling author

ofÂ The Tapping Solution:Â A Revolutionary System for Stress-Free LivingÂ Â â€œWhat an

engaging, practical, down-to-earth, and user-friendly guide we have here!Â Jean HanerÂ has

masterfully succeeded in explaining what any person can do to clear, lighten up, and free the space

we live in. I was intrigued by the real-life examples and simple yet authoritative explanations. If you

are ready to clear, this manual will be your welcome friend!â€•â€”Alan Cohen, author ofÂ A Deep

Breath of Life:Â Daily Inspiration for Heart-Centered Livingâ€œA most provocative, hands-on, and

exciting entry point into understanding the emerging field of personal energy work. The future is

here, we are spiritual beings, and this book will help you begin nurturing your body, mind, and soul

in simple but powerfully effective ways.â€•â€”Mike Dooley,Â New York TimesÂ best-selling author

ofÂ Infinite Possibilities:Â The Art of Living Your Dreamsâ€œIn this well-crafted, thoughtful

book,Â Jean HanerÂ takes you on a journey of soul into a deeper understanding of the energies

that surround us all. She then gives clear step-by-step methods for clearing and enhancing those

energies. Youâ€™ll see the world in a whole new way after reading this lovely book . . . and become

brighter and lighter along the way!â€•â€”Denise Linn, best-selling author ofÂ Sacred

Space:Â Clearing and Enhancing the Energy of Your Homeâ€œSo thrilled that the brilliantÂ Jean

HanerÂ has penned this wonderful and practical book. She combines her 30 years of experience in

energy work to help you create deep and effective change in your life, honoring the truth of your



own unique spirit while guiding you through her energy clearing process. â€œShe eloquently shares

how clearing is a gentle but powerful way to transform how youâ€™re affected by the energy around

you. Clear this energy, and youâ€™ll find you will transform as you release the old stress that has

been holding you back, claim the freedom to choose your experience, and allow infinite new

possibilities in life. I loved it. This book should be a â€˜mustâ€™ on bedside tables

everywhere!â€•â€”Colette Baron-Reid, author ofÂ The Map: Finding the Magic and Meaning in the

Story of Your LifeÂ andÂ Uncharted: The Journey Through Uncertainty to Infinite Possibilityâ€œI

loved this book! With eye opening stories and easy steps, youâ€™ll learn how to release old stuck

energy and the stress that has been weighing you down. Read this book to make room for all the joy

and ease youâ€™ve been longing for.â€•â€”Jessica Ortner,Â New York TimesÂ best-selling author

ofÂ The Tapping Solution for Weight Loss and Body Confidenceâ€œClear Home, Clear HeartÂ is a

revelation for sensitive people.Â Jean Hanerâ€™s energetic clearing techniques are practical and

easy to learn. Imagine transforming energetic overwhelm into a highly attuned intuitive skill that you

can easily control. Thatâ€™s what will happen when you read this book and practice the techniques.

And itâ€™s something you can use on your whole family. I love doing the Five-Element clearing on

my own children and found they responded immediately. Every parent needs to know how to do

Five-Element clearing!â€”Robin Ray Green, L.Ac., MTCM,Â author ofÂ Heal Your Child from the

Inside Out: The 5-Element Way to Nurturing Healthy, Happy Kidsâ€œJean HanerÂ has been helping

people to find their freedom for 30 years. Freedom from sadness . . . Freedom from a lack of

motivation . . . Freedom from the â€˜stuck energyâ€™ that kept them from living the life they truly

wanted to live. By mastering the magic of moving energyâ€”using her own special mix of ancient

spiritual practicesâ€”Jean has helped people to find clarity and a joyful heart in all areas of their

lives! Now in her groundbreaking new book,Â Clear Home Clear Heart, Jean has given you the tools

you need to set yourself free! This book is basically a field guide on how to make your life literally

shimmer with a radiant light! Whether youâ€™re seeking changes in career, romance, or healthâ€”or

just want to have your whole life feel betterâ€”this book outlines everything you could possibly need

to know in order to emancipate yourself from the negative energy that holds you back.â€•â€”Radleigh

Valentine, best-selling co-author ofÂ Angel Tarot Cards,Â Fairy TarotÂ Cards, andÂ The Big Book

of Angel Tarotâ€œWe all desire excellent health and happy homes, and most of us put regular effort

into creating both. But sometimes we fall short of our goals for no apparent reason. Why isnâ€™t the

diet working? Why do we always fight in the same room? Why do we repeat the same pattern again

and again? In her new book,Â Clear Home, Clear Heart,Â Jean HanerÂ explains that stuck energy

could be the culprit and offers easy ways to address it using the ancient Chinese Five Elements.



Engaging and to the point, I strongly recommend this book as a must-read for anyone interested in

improving their health, environment, and life in general.â€•â€”Vicki Matthews, author/blogger at Ask

Vicki: Relationship Remedies Using the Five Elementsâ€œJean HanerÂ has a rare gift of linking the

practical and the sacred. She opens up a world and guides us effortlessly through it. The

information inÂ Clear Home, Clear HeartÂ is inspiring, empowering and accessible; the techniques

are life changing.â€•â€”Virginia Bell,Â author ofÂ Midlife Is Not a Crisis: Using Astrology to Thrive in

the Second Half of Lifeâ€œJean Hanerâ€™s book was refreshing in that up until now Iâ€™ve always

considered clearing to be something that was doneÂ forÂ me rather thanÂ byÂ me. I didnâ€™t

consider that I could learn this process and put it to use for myself and others.Â  â€œOf particular

interest to me is the connection Jean made to mindfulness and that one can learn to clear and

immediately let go of the emotions or feelings that come up. Iâ€™ve recommended Jeanâ€™s book

to a friend who is extremely sensitive to other peopleâ€™s energy; it will be a wonderful tool in the

development of her ability to cope with particularly toxic people as well as the day-to-day situations

she finds herself in.â€•â€”Susan Opeka, founder and CEO of The Present Moment, Inc.

Jean Haner is a natural intuitive empath, able to physically feel and work with subtle energy. Highly

sensitive as a child, she easily absorbed other peopleâ€™s stress and was too affected by the

energy held in environments. But through 30 years of training, research, and experience, Jean

transformed her sensitivity from a challenge into the power to clear and bring balance to the energy

of people and places. People all over the world have discovered in Jean&#39;s workshops a

community of like minds, who support each other in their commitment to a more conscious path,

one that is based on the power of the compassionate heart. Website: www.jeanhaner.com

When I first started reading this book, I related to most of her initial descriptions, especially parts

about being able to sense energy, and accidentally absorbing the energy of other people and places

I visit. She has a wonderful conversational writing style that is crisp and easy to read, and still

efficiently gets through information. She clearly has direct experience from her many workshops

teaching this material, and is able to teach efficiently and with great humor.I'm someone who has

always been sensitive to energy. After I gave birth to my second son, I became extremely anxious,

which is not my normal personality at all. I ended up finding a healer who figured out that I had

absorbed the extreme anxiety of the woman who had been in my postpartum hospital recovery

room before me.It's wonderful that there are people who can do these types of healings and

clearings, but it's quite expensiveÃ¢Â€Â¦ I wanted to be able to do it for myself whenever I want or



need.I'm so excited to get into her techniques of how to clear energy... I'll update my review after I

try the techniques. So far the book seems wonderful.. .I'm having a hard time putting it down to go

to bed!Update 3/16/17:I happen to have a nice pendulum handy from an energy kit someone

recommended a while back (the Donna Eden Energy Medicine kit). She says you can even use a

damp teabag, but if you're ordering this book, you might want to order yourself some kind of

stone/crystal pendulum.The moment I started the exercises, they instantly felt like they were

working. The pendulum did exactly what she described it would do. It's exciting that she first

recommends you clear for someone else  I've been trying to find a way to contribute more to

the people in my life for a long time, and within minutes I felt like I was successfully clearing energy

fields for others and myself. I was able to do a full clearing for four friends and family (with their

permission) on my first day.Two of them said they didn't feel anything different, and one person said

they felt nauseous at one point, and tired after, and one of them felt thrilled after I was done. In the

book she says all of this is normal.Update 3/17/17:I got into the house clearing section of the book

today. I was able to make a dowsing rod out of a wire coat hanger and a pair of pliers (as she

describes in the book) that worked perfectly. I was able to quickly figure out that the primary energy

disturbance in my house was coming from my sofa, which was a nice quality piece I bought on

craigslist earlier this year. The pendulum confirmed that there was some disturbed energy left in the

sofa from the previous owners. I don't know what it was exactly, but I was able to clear almost all of

it that day, and did a second clearing of the sofa the next morning. The second clearing only took a

few moments to get the last bit of disturbed energy out of the sofa.3/21/17:It just keeps getting

better and better. Wow. The more I practice, The more I'm able to do. I do recommend reading the

entire book. She's not repetitive, and there are a couple warnings and recommendations in each

section that should all be read. I learned a few things the hard way, like clearing too much in my

home all at once, and getting a bit overtired.Thank you Jean for publishing an absolutely incredible

book. I can't tell you how much it's changed my life. Thank you, thank you, thank you for you

refining these techniques, becoming such a great teacher, and creating this beautiful book.

Great new book from Jean Haner. She has a beautiful way of describing this type of work. Best of

all helps you understand and find ways to move through life and states of imbalance in a better way.

Jean Haner has written another powerful and important book. This work is far-reaching and deep: it

might take a little while to wrap one's head around it. However, it is worth the effort and

investment!These techniques have already had a significant effect on my life, and the lives of those



that I have cleared. Haner is a genuine sage, and it is a pleasure to dive into this work with her

guidance.

I LOVE this book! It is so clearly written and gives such great examples of everything. I was so

intimidated by chakra clearing and reiki methods prior to reading this book. But I really feel confident

that I will be able to do clearingson myself and others. Particularly because I work in an incredible

stressful job, where I often feel drained, as if I am a sponge who absorbs the negative energy of my

clients and colleagues.

This book is easy to read and follow, learning how to clear energy with yourself, others and spaces.

This is not a new subject to me so I appreciated learning new information. I recommend keeping a

journal of notes as you read it so you can practice the exercises. After reading this I would love to

do a workshop with the author.

Jean provides only the best of information in a manner which is readily understood.

Good to know this can be done, clear a room in more ways than one-lolCan't wait for some free time

to try this out! Very intrigued by the method, easy read,but will take time and patience.

Jean Haner lays out clear and precise methods for energy clearing that can be followed by those

new to energy clearing or those more seasoned. Great book. A definite recommend.
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